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“Is Greece more like RadioShack, or more like Lehman Brothers?”
Neil Irwin-The New York Times June 24, 2015

Spreng Capital Management is an
investment advisory firm registered
with the State of Ohio. Founded in
1999 by James Spreng, Spreng Capital
has grown to encompass the very best
in service and support for our clients.
Our client base is quite diverse.
With clients in 23 states, we offer
structured, customized investment
management for individuals,
profit sharing plans, Foundations,
endowments and businesses. We
are fee only investment managers,
receiving no commissions nor do
we sell any financial products. We
are paid only by the investment
management fees of our clients. We
advise our clients on financial planning
and manage their assets, making
recommendations based entirely
upon our clients’ needs and goals.
Everyone on the Spreng Capital team
has a vested interest in the success of
our clients’ portfolios. Our team has a
unique blend of experience, youth and
business credentials.
Our use of high quality stocks and
mutual funds along with investment
grade bonds, allows us the opportunity
to deliver consistent long term
returns. We focus on minimizing risk
and volatility, striving ultimately to
deliver the very best after-tax returns
possible, within the constraints you
have established.
There is nothing that signals success
more than referrals from existing
clients. Our success is a result of our
clients’ continued confidence in us and
their willingness to recommend us to
their family and friends.

Ah Greece, the cradle of democracy with brilliant sun drenched beaches
so bright that it hurts your eyes, glittering white marble edifices, the azure
colored Mediterranean Sea as a backdrop…………………and the smell of tear
gas, the shouts of thousands of protestors in the streets, the smell of garbage
rotting in those same streets due to striking sanitation workers and police
firing water cannons and rubber bullets at protestors. To paraphrase the old
beer commercial, “It just doesn’t get any better than this!” Once again, the
investors of the world find themselves held hostage by the events in Greece.
To refresh our memories, Greece started to melt down financially around
2010. Simply put, Greece as a country, likes to live way beyond her financial
means. Greece’s economy is heavily influenced by government jobs and the
pensions that they engender. A large percentage of the workforce of Greece is
employed by the government to provide services to her citizens. Greece really
doesn’t make much, or grow much. They don’t have a thriving technology
sector or research and development incubators. The overall economy of
Greece is about the size of the state of Oregon’s economy. Wal-Mart, by
themselves, produces in economic output, what the entire country of Greece
provides to the world’s economy.
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society offer, one can see why
the Greeks prefer to live life at a more leisurely pace. Unfortunately, that which
might have worked for hundreds, if not thousands of years for Greeks, just will
not suffice in today’s global economy. When Greece had a closed society where
goods and services were provided within their own boundaries, everything
balanced itself out pretty nicely. Once globalization started to take effect
in the 1980s, economies and societies like those of Greece, suddenly were
confronted with the reality that there were literally billions of people in the
world, Chinese, Indian, Hispanic, or African who were willing to work harder
and for less money than the Greeks were. The global economy, in which we
now live, has caused tremendous dislocation in the Greek economy (as well as
France, Spain, Portugal, Ireland and even the United States economy)! To make
up for the loss of productivity and economic growth, the Greek government
borrowed massive amounts of money solely to continue to fund the lifestyle
to which Greek society had become accustomed. As Europe entered into the
brave new world of standardization of economies in the European Union and
a common currency, the Euro, there were obvious economic winners and
losers. Southern Europe, at least in the initial stages, has clearly been the

“There are 59 million people on Social Security today. That number grows to 78 million in 2025 and to 100 million in 2040.”
(Congressional Budget Office)

loser. Greece, Portugal, France, Italy and Spain have all felt the
pain of forced austerity and benefit cuts imposed upon them
by the European Union and the International Monetary Fund.
Unemployment rates have soared in some cases as high as
25%. Gross Domestic Product or GDP have plummeted as much
as 25%. These are numbers not seen in the US since the Great
Depression in the 1930s.
In response to these painful demands placed upon them
by “outside forces”, Greeks elected a very leftist government
in January of 2015. This party ran on the platform that they
were going to stop the imposed pension cuts and income tax
increases and tell these foreigners to stop trying to “humiliate
Greece and its proud traditions.” Well, we hate to be the bearer
of bad tidings but I think that ship has already sailed. When you
are a debtor, either as an individual, a company or a sovereign
nation like Greece and you can’t pay your debts………you lose
the ability to dictate the terms of repayment.
The reason that investors are still held hostage to these
events is clear. Four months ago Greece was in the exact same
predicament that they are in now. Greece really could not pay
its debts so to appease constituents and lenders a four month
reprieve was granted. Well here we are four months later and
still nothing has been resolved. It would appear that as this
newsletter goes to press that something significant will happen
this time with the Greece debt issue and the inclusion, or
exclusion, of Greece from the European Union and its common
currency.
Germany is the largest single creditor for Greece and it
would appear that they have had enough. They are standing
firm on their demands that Greece impose more pension cuts,
reduce wages on their plethora of government service jobs and
also shore up their incredibly porous tax collection agency. Not
only is Greece famous for quite liberal social benefits but they
are also notorious for absolute and total tax evasion by many
of its citizens; not a good combination when you are facing
fiscal calamity! Germany has decided that they will no longer
subsidize their less productive brethren and as German voters
tire of the dance it is easy to see why German officials are ready
to dump Greece. It plays well in the political polls.
So why the big fuss over such an insignificant economic
outpost? After all, according to the International Monetary
Fund, Greece has been in some form of default on its debt 46%
of the time since its independence from the Ottoman Empire
in 1829! This leads us back to the opening quotation at the
beginning of this newsletter. In a move that surprised a lot of
people, Prime Minister Alex Tsipras who was elected on the

platform of no more austerity budget cuts and increased taxes
in January, decided that the elected Parliament and he could
not make such a momentous decision. A decision of this much
importance, and let’s not sugar coat this….it is important, was
too big to be left up to elected officials. He decided to have a
nationwide referendum vote on July 5th for all Greeks to vote
upon. The referendum will decide whether or not to accept
more pension cuts, wage reductions and higher tax collections
so that the debt can be reduced in order to remain in the
European Union and continue to use the Euro as our currency.
An ominous backdrop to an already risky gambit of allowing
the citizens to decide is the fact that the current government
has come out publicly asking the voters to reject the offer from
the lenders and push Greece into default. After all, this current
government was elected on the promise of no more austerity
and accepting the terms of the refinancing guarantees would
only add more pain for Greece as a country and as individuals
of the state. If Greece’s economy is so small how bad could a
default really be? Wouldn’t the only ones who would be hurt
by Greece refusing to pay it debts be the large German banks
and American hedge fund managers who bought Greek debt
for pennies on the dollar the last time they danced up to the
brink of default?
In theory, it is possible that only the wealthiest would be
hurt. But as is usually the case, the most vulnerable of society
are the ones who get hurt the most. Greece is already having
“runs” on their banks. The banks are only still open because
the European Union has been continuing to funnel cash to
these banks so that the banks can redeem requests by ordinary
Greeks to pull out all of their money from the banks. In essence,
Greece is already broke. The Greek government does not have
the financial resources in cold hard cash to prop up their own
banks. To be fair, a lot of this sounds just like the current state
of United States politics and Federal Reserve banking. Our
politicians are also unwilling to face the very hard decisions of
denying perks to voters and constituents. The major difference
is the incredible depth and breadth of the US economy that
allows us the faint hope that our economy can grow enough
to makes today’s debts much smaller in the future. One can
never underestimate the incredible power of the US Treasury
printing machines. As we found out in the debacle of 2008,
having the currency that the entire world is willing to own,
makes a huge difference in a financial crisis. Everyone wants to
own US dollars. Therefore, if we had had a run on any banks in
2008 or a liquidity crisis where cash just was not moving freely
between financial transactions because one or both of the
parties involved was concerned that the other one would go
broke the next day and not be able to complete the transaction,

“21% of the US population participates in 1 or more of 6 means-tested assistance programs. The programs are 1) Medicaid
2) Food Stamps 3) Housing Assistance 4) Supplemental Security Income –SSI 5) Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
6) General Assistance.” (Census Bureau)

“If the United States was a member of OPEC, its daily crude oil production of 9.6 million barrels a day would rank
#2 behind Saudi Arabia’s daily production of 9.7 million barrels a day.”

then all the US did was turn on the printing presses and print US
dollars. There was nothing backing these extra dollars floating
around. There was no gold or silver or land or buildings to be
used as collateral for all of the billions of dollars that were
printed. There was only the good faith in the US government
that the government would back the dollar if presented for
payment of goods and services. What a nice situation to be in!
We just print money from thin air and everyone in the world
believes it is good tender. Contrast that with Greece right now.
Greece cannot run the printing presses and back their banks.
They have to borrow more money from the European Union
just to support their banks and the money borrowed just adds
to their woes of paying off debt! The nearest analogy will be
when Illinois eventually gets to the same position as Greece.
Unfortunately, this is inevitable, too. Illinois is broke. Moody’s
rates Chicago’s bonds as junk bonds, thus increasing the cost
of borrowing money for Chicago. Illinois cannot print money.
Illinois could raise taxes and cut services but then Wisconsin
and Indiana or any other state could start to pilfer Illinois’s best
corporate and private citizens with enticements to move from
Chicago, Illinois to Indianapolis, Indiana or St. Louis, Missouri,
thus escalating the cascading woes of too much debt. As if
all of this was not enough, the governor of Puerto Rico just
announced that Puerto Rico is broke and cannot pay its debts
either. Ukraine is currently experiencing extreme financial
difficulties as well. No, as we said before several newsletters
ago, Greece is in trouble and along with it the concept of unity
in the European Union.
My biggest fear of a Greek default and their leaving the
European Union is more political than financial. Sure the
markets will not like the uncertainty and probably sell off for a
while. Markets always hate uncertainty no matter what the root
cause. My biggest concern is geo-political. A failed government
and economy in southern Europe is not good for anyone.
Porous borders and lax border control in a failed city/state can
only lead to some very undesirable elements infiltrating Europe.
Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen are the poster children for what
can happen when social order and economies break down.
Our good friend, Vladimir Putin of Russia, has already been
making overtures along with China about providing financial
assistance to Greece if they default. Could Greece become a
communist satellite state? They already fought a civil war from
1946-1949 over just such a possibility. The US and Great Britain
backed the Greek government at the time and Stalin and the
former USSR backed the Democratic Army of Greece which was
the military branch of the Greek Communist Party. Democracy
prevailed then, but it is no stretch of the imagination to
see the current leftist elected government migrating more
towards Communism than capitalism in the future, especially

if capitalism pushed Greece into default trying to collect on
Greece’s bad debts!
Unfortunately, a communist Greece is far less of a
worry than the infiltration of Greece with Muslim extremists
wandering in from Turkey or North Africa. If Greece defaults,
leaves the European Union, leaves the Euro currency and reverts
back to the drachma currency of historic Greece, there will be
mass chaos for investors and trading partners of Greece for a
while. Contracts will be broken. The value of the drachma will
have wild swings in value in relation to the dollar and the euro.
Long term the real losers will be the citizens of Greece. It is a
world economy now and jobs and the revenue associated with
these jobs will continue to flow to the most efficient producers
of product, no matter where they might be physically located.
Greece is currently an economic train wreck. Will they vote
to default on their payments in an effort to relieve the pain of
economic restructuring that they are currently experiencing? I
don’t know. Imagine that the voters of the US were being asked
the same question, how would they vote? How will the markets
in which we have an active stake as investors react if Greece
defaults? Will it have repercussions, absolutely in the short run.
What will the effect be long term? That remains to be seen
if this is another Lehmann Brothers moment which will have
serious complications or is it a Radio Shack bankruptcy where
everyone shrugs and says, “I thought that they were already
bankrupt?” Time will tell the tale but until Greece’s debt issue
is resolved, the markets don’t like uncertainty. To summarize, as
Tom and I have analyzed and debated Greece and the inevitable
(just a question of now or later) outcome of default for Greece,
we feel very strongly that the eventual default will disrupt the
markets for a short time but that the effect will be short lived.
We view it as a RadioShack moment, not a Lehman Brothers
event!
Fortunately for investors, the US economy continues to
muddle along, albeit certainly not with the growth rates that
economists are accustomed to seeing from our economy. Energy
prices remain lower than last year at this time, unemployment
is down, interest rates remain low, housing is picking up steam
and most importantly for consumers, and wages are slowly
starting to rise. We’ve heard a cute little anecdote that could
best describe the US economy in relation to the rest of the
world; that we are the cleanest shirt in a pile of dirty laundry!
Either way, we’ll take our troubles over the problems in the rest
of the world any day. China is currently teetering on a serious
correction in their nascent stock markets. If investors are rightly
concerned about a new stock market bubble in the US markets
then they should be truly apoplectic about China’s markets.

“In six months starting on January 1 of 2016, any business that employs 51-99 employees who work at least 30 hours a week
must provide health insurance or be subject to a fine.” (ACA)

China’s markets are up over 80% in their technology market
and over 40% for the year in their more conservative markets.
There are stories about farmers leaving their fields each day
to go into the city to trade stocks. Does this remind anyone of
1999-2000 in the US markets? That did not end well and it is a
very safe bet that China’s stock bubble will not end well either,
regardless of how much control the Communist government
has over all aspects of daily life, including the equities markets!
California still struggles with a drought of epic proportions.
This affects everyone around the world due to the pending
increases in food prices from the San Joaquin Valley. It is a fair
question to ask if California can support 39 million people. Will
there eventually be a “Grapes of Wrath” reverse migration out
of the Golden State? How will that affect the Silicon Valley and
innovation and research in the US technology sector? Who will
be the winners and the losers if California eventually starts to
depopulate?
Obamacare survived its challenge at the Supreme Court.
How will this affect the economy long term? The absolute given
that is already occurring is that taxes will rise to pay for the
program. Labor unions are threatening strikes if management
tries to alter existing health insurance plans that will be
hit by the “Cadillac Tax” that will go into effect on what the
government has deemed are excessively rich health insurance
packages for management and labor union members. From a
business standpoint, at least now businesses can plan for the
payment and implementation of it but the long term effects
of this massive new social program will be unknown for years.
Our task as investors in 2015 will be like any other year, to
garner good rates of return with an acceptable amount of risk.

This is not an easy task and requires diligence and hard work. As
investors we need emotional stability and above all, patience.
We are excited and optimistic about the future both for
you and for our firm. We continue to receive large influxes
of new funds thanks to you and your many referrals that we
receive every month. No one said securing a viable financial
future is easy; nor should it be. There are many challenges and
headwinds that we will face every day. The markets contain risk
and they offer reward. Our task is to balance the two and to
deliver good returns with an acceptable amount of risk.
If you have questions about your holdings or about the
general condition of the economy, please contact us at once.
If we do not have a current email address for you would you
please email us and allow us to add you to our regular list of
clients with whom we correspond. Our email addresses are
jspreng@sprengcapital.com, tbrown@sprengcapital.com and
lkunzer@sprengcapital.com. Please be assured that we are
monitoring market situations at all times.
If there have been any changes in your financial
circumstances of which we should be made aware, please notify
us at once. If you would like a copy of our most recent Form
ADV or our Privacy Policy, please call the office. If you have not
visited our website, please do so at www.sprengcapital.com.
We appreciate the opportunity to work with you, your
families and your businesses. We are very grateful for the
many referrals that you have provided to us. We can think of
no greater compliment than to have you recommend us to
your family and friends. We will continue to do our very best to
provide you with healthy, consistent returns with a minimum of
risk. Always remember, “Investing is a marathon, not a sprint.”
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